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ABSTRACT Web services similarity measure is an important problem in service computing area, which

is the technological foundation of service substitution, service discovery, service recommendation, and so

on. Most of the existing works use a static description of services to measure the similarity between two

services. However, the interaction information of Web services recorded in the historical compositions is

totally neglected. In this paper, we propose a novel Web services similarity measure approach based on the

notion of service composition context. Specifically, we first introduce three types of parameter correlations

between service input and output parameters. These correlations can be obtained from existing services

compositions. Based on parameter correlations, we propose the service composition context model. Through

the composition context of a service, the composition context network is constructed using contexts of all

services. Then, we propose to measure the similarity between any two services using the PersonalRank and

SimRank++ algorithms by taking the obtained context network as input. By experiments, we analyze the

characteristics of our proposed method and demonstrate that its accuracy is much better than the state-of-

the-art approaches.

INDEX TERMS Web services, parameter correlation, composition context, services similarity.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of Internet, IoT (Internet of Things) [1]

and cloud computing [2], Web services are becoming an ideal

standard technology for data sharing. Since an invalid Web

service may lead to the failure of software systems that are

built on top of it, it is necessary to replace an unavailable

service by another one with the same functionality to ensure

smooth operation of the software system. To this end, we need

to find a service which has the equivalent or similar function

with the invalid one. One of the most fundamental problems

is to measure the similarity between two Web services. Web

services similaritymeasure is an important problem in service

computing field, and it is the basis of other techniques, such

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
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as service replacement, service discovery, service recommen-

dation and service composition [3].

Since a Web service has its own description document

of functions and interfaces, such as WSDL (Web Services

Description Language), most existing studies measure the

similarity between services based on the syntactic [4], [5]

and semantic description [6]. However, only relying on static

description of a service cannot satisfy the requirement of

services similarity measure in real-life applications. First, ser-

vice descriptions are usually provided by service providers,

and the actual functions of a service are not always consistent

with the description. For instance, some services provide

multiple input and output parameters, but the most fre-

quently used parameters may only be part of these parameters

described by the service. Moreover, descriptions of some

services are automatically generated through source codes.

Therefore, the descriptions cannot reflect actual functions of
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services. In addition, for some reasons like service upgrade,

services functions are not always in accordance with their

descriptions. Secondly, given two Web services, even if their

descriptions are similar, they cannot always be used to replace

each other. For example, a Web service providing queries for

phone numbers in China cannot replace the service providing

the same query function in US, even though they have the

same descriptions.

Most of existing methods measure services similarity only

based on static descriptions of services, and totally ignore

dynamic features of services. However, dynamic information

of services, including their neighbors and interaction with

other services in existing compositions, can exactly reflect

their actual functions.

To solve the above problem, we explore a practical method

to measure the similarity between Web services from the

perspective of dynamic characteristics of services, which is

different from existing works based on static syntactic or

semantic descriptions of Web services. Specifically, we take

a Web service’s composition context as the basis of services

similarity measure in this work. For a service (an opera-

tion of a Web service is called a service in this paper),

we regard its neighbors and interactive information with other

services in existing compositions as its composition context.

We extract the composition context of each service from

existing compositions (including a service composition or a

service Mashup, hereinafter referred to as a composition),

and propose a method to compute the similarity between two

Web services based on service composition contexts. The

main contributions are as follows. (1) We propose a service

composition context model based on correlations between a

service input parameter and output parameter. For a service,

its composition context is comprised of its neighbor services,

which have parameters correlations with it in existing com-

positions. (2) We construct the Web service context network

by all services and their composition contexts, and propose

to calculate the similarity between any two services in the

composition context network. (3) Through a group of exper-

iments, we analyze characteristics of the proposed method,

and compare it with related approaches.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

We introduce related works in Section 2. Section 3 illustrates

the Web services similarity measure framework based on

service composition contexts. Section 4 presents our ser-

vice composition context model, and Section 5 introduces

the approach to compute services similarity. In Section 6,

we report experimental results. Finally, Section 7 concludes

our work and outlines the future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

In the past decade, there have been a lot of research works

focusing on Web services similarity measure. These works

mainly use static descriptions of services, such as opera-

tions, messages, and descriptions. In general, there are three

types of works for Web services similarity measure based on

static descriptions of services. First, there are many works to

measure services similarity based on services’ static syntactic

description, such as operations, input and output messages,

textual description of its function, such as [7]–[9]. In addi-

tion, some works consider the structure of input and output

messages of services [10]–[12]. Second, many works, such

as [13]–[15], use the ontology-based semantic technology to

annotate Web services, such as OWL-S and WSMO [16].

Then, services similarity is measured using the similarity of

semantic concepts. Third, some works combine above two

approaches to measure services similarity. That is, both the

syntactic and semantic descriptions of services are taken into

account to measure the similarity of services [17]–[19].

However, there still exist some problems for Web services

similarity measure only taking static service descriptions into

account. First, as mentioned in the first part, two services may

not be able replace each other even if their static descriptions

are similar. Second, the fundamental ontology suitable for all

Web services is hard to construct under the environment of

Internet. As a consequence, it is hard to annotateWeb services

with ontology [13], [20]. In reality, most services are not

annotated with ontology, which limits practical applications

of approaches using semantics.

Different from above methods, some researchers believe

that inherent essential behaviors of services need be taken

into account to measure services similarity. Therefore, they

propose to measure services similarity based on dynamic

behaviors of services [21]–[24]. These works mainly use

theoretical or formal tools such as process algebra and cal-

culus to consider dynamic behaviors of services, and mea-

sure services similarity from the perspective of Web services

behaviors consistency. These methods improve the accuracy

of services similarity measure by using complete formal

tools. However, these methods need to model Web services

and their behaviors with formal tools beforehand. Further-

more, the verification complexity is very high. In practical

applications with manyWeb services, the availability of these

methods is very limited. Meanwhile, it is difficult to achieve

full automation of verification [25].

There are some research works, in which core ideas are

similar to our work. References [26]–[28] propose services

similarity measure based on composition contexts. Through

the context of a Web service in a composition, services with

similar composition context can be found from existing com-

positions. From the view of a context model, the composition

context of a service in these works focus on services that

have control flow dependencies. Specifically, for a service,

its composition context can be modeled as a directed graph.

In the graph, a vertex represents a service that have control

flow dependency with it, and an directed edge represents

a control flow between two services, which is an ordered

sequence of multiple atomic patterns (Sequence, AND-fork,

AND-join, OR-fork, XOR-fork, OR-join). To calculate the

similarity of two service contexts, both of them are regarded

as the starting of the directed graph of their contexts, respec-

tively. Then, through same neighbor services having equal

path length to these two services, the distance between two
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control flow with the same starting and ending services is

calculated through the editing distance. Next, the similarity

of atom patterns on the edges is calculated using the dis-

tance of control flows. Finally, the similarity of two service

composition contexts is obtained by weighting similarity val-

ues obtained through neighbor services on different layers.

In addition, Wang extends the method in [26], and takes into

account not only actual input and output parameters used in

a composition, but also dependency relationships between

input and output parameters [29]. In addition, a BPEL (Busi-

ness Process Execution Language)-based service composi-

tion process is transformed into a colored Petri net. Then,

a method to extract the service composition context from a

colored Petri net model of a service composition process is

proposed. From the view of a service composition context

model, this work still describes a composition context based

on control flow dependencies, and calculates contexts simi-

larity in the same way as [26].

Although above works study services similarity measure

based on service composition contexts, there are still some

problems to solve. First, from the view of a composition

contextmodel, only the control flow relationship between ser-

vices is considered. However, for Web services, correlations

between their input and output parameters, which reflect data

flow relationship between services, is more import to express

services dependence and interaction in existing compositions.

Therefore, for a Web service, services that have parameter

correlations with it should be part of the service composition

context. Second, from the perspective of service composition

context construction to measure the similarity, the context of

a service in the above works is obtained through one com-

position of this service. However, a service can collaborate

with different services in multiple compositions in different

ways. Accordingly, contexts collected from multiple compo-

sitions should be taken as the overall composition context

of a service. Third, from the perspective of context-based

similarity computation, above works only choose exactly the

same services from the composition context as the basis of

similarity measure. However, if services in the composition

contexts of two services are completely different but highly

similar, the two services should also have a high similarity.

For the similarity measure of service composition contexts,

above works do not consider the similarity between services

in the context. The categories of all above methods and their

main ideas of Web services similarity measure are listed

in Table 1.

III. COMPOSITION CONTEXT-BASED WEB SERVICES

SIMILARITY MEASURE FRAMEWORK

In this work, we describe Web services composition context

from the view of parameter correlations between services.

Fig. 1 shows the Web services similarity measure frame-

work based on service composition context proposed in this

work. First, for each service, services that have parameters

correlations with it are obtained through existing service

compositions, and the parameter correlations between them

TABLE 1. Existing web services similarity measure methods.

FIGURE 1. The Framework of the web services similarity measure based
on the web services composition context.

are extracted to derive the composition context of the service.

Then, we take services as vertices, and take their parameter

correlations as edges. In this way, we can generate a graphical

composition context for each service. Next, after obtaining

the composition context of each service, all services and their

contexts constitute a services composition context networks.

Finally, the similarity between any two arbitrary services is

calculated based on the context network.
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As indicated in the framework of Fig. 1, we first present the

Web service composition context based on parameters corre-

lations. Then, we introduce the services similarity measure

approach based on the composition context in detail.

IV. WEB SERVICE COMPOSITION CONTEXT

Parameter correlations typically exist between input and out-

put parameters of multiple services in a service composition.

As mentioned above, for a service, its correlations with other

services can be extracted from existing compositions that

contain this service [30]. Meanwhile, by extracting multi-

ple correlations from different compositions, we can get the

parameter correlations between this service and other ser-

vices. Next, we give the definition of a parameter correlation

between services first.

A. WEB SERVICE PARAMETER CORRELATION

Reference [31] introduces six parameter correlations,

in which five types express the correlation relationship

between service parameters. Generally speaking, let s and t

be two services, there are two kinds of parameter correlations

between them: 1) a correlation between an output parameter

ps of s and an input parameter pt of t . The correlation

expresses the one-to-one dependency between pt and ps.

That is, when s and t are composed, the value of ps can be

assigned to pt , and 2) the one-to-one correlation between

an output parameter ps of s and an output parameter pt
of t . In this correlation, ps and pt represent semantically

similar attributes. When s and t are composed, composition

operations to aggregate their outputs, such as merging and

natural joining, can be performed based on the output of s

and t [31].

Our previous work shows there are two types of parame-

ter correlations between Web services, namely, OI (Output-

Input) and OO (Output-Output) [30] correlation. They are

essentially above two correlations. AnOI correlation between

two services expresses their composability, and anOOparam-

eter correlation expresses the similarity relation between

their output parameters. In this paper, we introduce the third

parameter correlation between two service s and t , which

is similar to an OO parameter correlation: II (Input-Input)

parameter correlation. An II correlation expresses that an

attribute value can be used as an input parameter of both s

and t . An II parameter correlation essentially describes some

similarity relation between ps and pt . In summary, there are

three types of parameter correlations between two services.

We denote them as OI, OO and II, respectively.

Definition 1 (Parameter Correlation, pc): Let s and t be

two Web services. pc = (ps, pt , m) is a parameter correla-

tion between s and t , where ps and pt are an input or output

parameter of s and t , respectively, and m is a one-to-one

correlation between ps and pt .

In definition 1, we call the service s as the source service,

and the service t as the target service for convenience.

Definition 2 (oopc, iipc, oipc): Let s and t be two Web

services. For a pc between s and t: 1) let ps and pt be an

output parameter of s and t . In an existing composition, for

the output of s and t , through the values of ps and pt , if we

can obtain their union set by the Union operation, or obtain

their intersection set by the Intersection operation, or obtain

their difference set by the Difference operation, or connect

them by the Join operation [32], we call pc anOOParameter

Correlation (oopc); 2) let ps and pt be an input parameter

of s and t , if ps and pt receive the same value as the input

in an existing composition, we call pc an II Parameter

Correlation(iipc); and 3) let ps and pt be an output parameter

of s and an input parameter of t , respectively. If the value of

ps is used as the input of pt in an existing composition, we call

pc an OI Parameter Correlation(oipc).

In Definition 2, the semantic relationship between two

parameters in a pc can be one of equivalence, subset, super-

set, and overlapping [33]. For two Web services s and

t , there may be multiple oopcs, iipcs or oipcs between

them. Note that oopc and iipc are bidirectional correlations,

whereas oipc is a unidirectional correlation from s to t .

We denote the set of oopc, iipc and oipc between s and

t as OOPCs<−>t IIPCs<−>t and OIPCs−>t, respectively.

We show some examples of three correlations in Fig. 2.

OOPCsearchPaper<−>searchPaperByTitle contains three oopc s,

and others contain one pc. In IIPCsearchBook<−>searchResearcher,

the input parameter name of searchBook and the input param-

eter researcher of searchResearcher in iipc1 are semantically

equivalent parameters, although their names are different.

In IIPCsearchPaperByTitle<−>BaiduSearch, searchPaperByTitle’s

input parameter title and BaiduSearch’s input parameter key-

words in iipc2 can be assigned the same value. Furthermore,

the value range of title is the subset of that of keywords.

In IIPCSearchResearcher<−>getTeacherInfo, the semantic relation-

ship between the former input parameter researcher and the

latter input parameter Tea_name in iipc4 is overlapping. This

is because some input values can be shared by these two input

parameters, whereas some input values can only be assigned

to researcher or Tea_name.

B. PARAMETER CORRELATIONS-BASED WEB SERVICE

COMPOSITION CONTEXT

Reference [34] defines context as information that can be

used to characterize the situation of an entity, which is a

person, place, or object considered relevant to the interac-

tion. Based on this definition, we can define Web services

composition context from the perspective of pc. For a Web

service, we define its composition context as services having

pcs with it and the corresponding pcs among them. In this

definition, given a Web service, services that have pcs with it

characterize the situation of this service, and pcs among them

describe their interaction in existing service compositions.

Since there are three types of pcs, including oopc, iipc, oipc,

we first present the definitions of Web service composition

context based on oopc, iipc and oipc. Next, we present a

complete definition of Web service composition context.

Definition 3 (Composition Context Based on OOPC): Let

s be a service, its service composition context based on
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FIGURE 2. Examples of three parameter correlations of web Services.

OOPC is CCPC-OOs = {< t1, OOPCs<−>t1, woo_1 >, <

t2, OOPCs<−>t2, woo_2 > . . . < tn, OOPCs<−>tn, woo_n >}

where:< ti, OOPCs<−>ti, woo_i > (1≤ i≤ n) is OOPCs<−>ti

between s and service ti with the weight woo_i. OOPCs<−>ti

={pc1, pc2. . . pcm} where: pcj(1 ≤ j ≤ m) is an oopc

between s and ti.

The weight woo_i of OOPCs−>ti in Definition 3 express

the correlation strength of OOPCs−>ti. Let outs and outti
be the sets of output parameters of s and ti. Equation (1) gives

the computation method of woo_i. We can see the value range

of woo_i is (0,1]. Take OOPCsearchPaper<−>searchPaperByTitle

in Fig. 2 as an example, its weight is 2×3/(6+6)=0.5.

wooi = min

(

2 ∗
∣

∣pc1.ps ∪ . . . pcm.ps
∣

∣

|outs| +
∣

∣out ti
∣

∣

, 1

)

(1)

Definition 4 (Composition Context Based on IIPC): Let

s be a service, its service composition context based on

IIPC is CCPC-IIs = {< t1, IIPCs<−>t1, wii_1 >, < t2,

IIPCs<−>t2, wii_2 > . . . < tn, IIPCs<−>tn, wii_n >} where:

< tj, IIPCs<−>tj, wii_j > (1 ≤ j ≤ n) is IIPCs<−>tj between

s and service tj with the weight wii_j. IIPCs<−>tj = {pc1,

pc2. . . pcm}, pck(1 ≤ k ≤ m) where: pck(1 ≤ k ≤ m) is an

iipc between s and tj.

The weight wii_j of IIPCs<−>tj in Definition 4 express the

correlation strength of IIPCs<−>tj. Let ins and intj be the sets

of input parameters of s and tj. Equation (2) gives the com-

putation method of wiij . The value range of wiij is (0,1]. Take

IIPCsearchPaperByTitle−>BaiduSearch in Fig. 2 as an example, its

weight is 2×2/(2+1)=1.33>1. Therefore, wii_j =1.

wii_j = min

(

2 ∗
∣

∣pc1.ps ∪ . . . pcm.ps
∣

∣

|ins| + |intj |
, 1

)

(2)

Definition 5 (Composition Context Based on OIPC): Let

s be a service, its service composition context based on

OIPC is CCPC-OIs = {< t1, OIPCs−>t1, woi_1 >, < t2,

OIPCs−>t2, woi_2 >. . .< tn, OIPCs−>tn, woi_n >} where:

< tj, OIPCs−>tj, woi_j > (1 ≤ j ≤ n) denotes OIPCs−>tj

from s to service tj with the weight woi_j. OIPCs−>tj = {pc1,

pc2 . . . pcm}, pck(1 ≤ k ≤ m) where: pck(1 ≤ k ≤ m) is an

oipc between s and tj.

The weight woi_j of OIPCs−>tj in Definition 5 express

the correlation strength of OIPCs−>tj. Let outs and in tj be

the sets of output parameters of s and input parameters of

tj. Equation (3) gives the computation method of woi_j. The

value range of woi_j is (0,1]. Take OIPCsearchPaper−>searchBook

in Fig. 2 as an example, its weight is 1×2/(6 + 1) = 0.29.

woi_j = min

(

2 ∗
∣

∣pc1.ps ∪ . . . pcm.ps
∣

∣

|intj | + |outs|
, 1

)

(3)

As mentioned above, pcs are derived from existing service

compositions through the composition way of services [30].

Consequently, it should be noted that the accurate seman-

tic relationship between two parameters in a pc cannot be

obtained in this way. Accordingly, we do not consider seman-

tic relationship between parameters in the above weight com-

putation equations.

Based on CCPC-OO, CCPC-II and CCPC-OI, we give the

complete definition of Web service composition context.

Define 6 (Composition Context): Let s be a service, its

service composition context is CCs ={CCPC-OOs, CCPC-

IIs, CCPC-OIs} where: CCPC-OOs, CCPC-IIs, and CCPC-

OIs are composition contexts based on OOPC, IIPC, and

OIPC, respectively.

Fig. 3 shows the composition context of the two services

searchPaper and searchBook in Fig. 2. As mentioned above,
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FIGURE 3. Examples of web services composition context.

a Web service may be used in different compositions, and

multiple composition contexts of this service can be extracted

and merged. Finally, the composition context of this service

can be obtained. Therefore, the composition context of a ser-

vice evolves with the accumulation of existing compositions.

Due to space limitation, we do not introduce the generation

and merging of service composition contexts in this paper.

V. COMPOSITION CONTEXT-BASED WEB SERVICES

SIMILARITY MEASURE APPROACH

If we take a Web service and services in its composition

context as vertices, and take pcs in the context as edges,

the composition context of the service can be described as

a hybrid graph, which consists of three subgraphs: (1) the

weighted undirected graph based on OOPC, in which each

undirected edge represents an OOPC between the service and

services in its composition context, and the value on the edge

is the weight of the OOPC; (2) the weighted undirected graph

based on IIPC, in which each undirected edge represents

an IIPC between the service and services in its composition

context, and the value on the edge is the weight of the IIPC;

and (3) the weighted directed graph based on OIPC, in which

each directed edge represents an OIPC between the service

and services in its composition context, and the value on the

edge is the weight of the OIPC.

The composition context hybrid graph of all services can

be merged into a Service Composition Context Networks

(SCCN). SCCN consists of three subnetworks: OOPC

Context Networks (OOPCCN), IIPC Context Networks

(IIPCCN), andOIPC Context Networks (OIPCCN). Next,

we introduce the approach to compute services similarity

based on SCNN in detail.

A. BASIC IDEAS

Firstly, an edge in OOPCCN expresses some similarity rela-

tion between output parameters of the two services linked

by this edge, according to Definition 2. Therefore, for a ser-

vice, services with similar output parameters can be obtained

directly throughOOPCs of each service inOOPCCN. In addi-

tion, because pcs are extracted from existing compositions,

the scale of OOPCCN is affected by some factors, such as

the number of compositions, service usage and so on. As a

consequence, in order to measure services similarity more

FIGURE 4. An example of OOPCCN.

comprehensively, besides services directly correlated with a

service, we take services indirectly correlated in OOPCCN

into account. Take OOPCCN in Fig. 4 as an example, for

service s1, the similarity between s1 and s2, s3, and s4 can

be calculated through the directly correlated service s2, s3
and s4. Moreover, because s2, s3, and s4 are all correlated

with s5 by an OOPC, s1 may have some similarity with the

output parameters of s5. In short, we can obtain the similarity

between indirectly related services through OOPCCN.

Specifically, for two services in OOPCCN, if there are

more connection paths between them, or the lengths of

paths between them are shorter, or the connection paths pass

through more outgoing service vertices, they should have

higher similarity based on the output parameters. Briefly,

we need to calculate the similarity between any two ser-

vices according to the structure of OOPCCN. In graph-

based link analysis algorithms, PersonalRank algorithm [35]

implements personalized recommendation based on the Top-

icRank algorithm [36]. The core idea of PersonalRank is to

obtain the relevancy between any two nodes in the graph

according to the graph structure. Using this algorithm, we can

obtain the relevancy between any two services in OOPCCN.

Because an edge in OOPCCN expresses the similarity rela-

tion between service output parameters, we can regard the rel-

evancy value as the similarity value between services output

parameters.

Similarly, an edge of IIPCCN indicates some similarity

relation of input parameters between two services. Using

PersonalRank algorithm, we can get the similarity between

any two services based on input parameters in IIPCCN.

Secondly, if both service s1 and s2 have an OIPC with

s3 in OIPCCN, it means that some output parameters of s1
and s2 have similarity relation with some input parameters

of s3. Accordingly, we can infer that the output parameters

of s1 and s2 may have some similarity relation. Briefly,

the similarity between s1 and s2 can be calculated accord-

ing to the similarity between CCPC-OIs1 and CCPC-OIs2.

As mentioned above, when calculating the similarity between

CCPC-OIs1 and CCPC-OIs2, we should consider not only

the same services in the two contexts, but also the similarity

of services in them. Meanwhile, the services similarity in

CCPC-OIs1 and CCPC-OIs2 needs to be calculated through

the CCPC-OI of these services in turn. Hence, we can see

it is an iterative process, and the similarity between services

in the network needs to be calculated iteratively accord-

ing to the structure of OIPCCN. An important method in

calculating object similarity is the method based on links

between objects, in which a representative algorithm is
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SimRank [37]. The basic idea of the SimRank algorithm is

that if the objects associated with two objects are similar, then

the two objects are similar. The essence of the algorithm is

to use the graph structure to calculate the similarity between

any two nodes in the graph. We can see the core idea of Sim-

Rank is consistent with that of services similarity measure

based on OIPCCN in this work. Therefore, we use the Sim-

Rank related algorithm to compute the services similarity in

OIPCCN.

Next, we present the services similarity measure approach

based on OOPCCN, IIPCCN and OIPCCN in detail.

B. OOPCCN AND IIPCCN-BASED WEB SERVICES

SIMILARITY MEASURE

Let s and t be two services and simOO s t be the similarity

between s and t in OOPCCN. Equation (4) gives the method

to compute simOO(s, t) based on PersonalRank algorithm,

where C1 is the damping coefficient between [0, 1], out(t’)

is the set of OOPCs in CCPC-OOt′ . Equation (5) gives the

method to compute the similarity between service s and t in

IIPCCN, which is denoted as simII s t.

simk+1
OO (s, t)

=























C1

∑

t ′∈out(t)

ws→t
′ × simk

OO

(

s, t ′
)

|out (t ′)|
t 6= s

(1 − C1) + C1

∑

t ′∈out(t)

ws→t
′ × simk

OO

(

s, t ′
)

|out (t ′)|
t = s

(4)

simk+1
II (s, t)

=























C1

∑

t ′∈out(t)

ws→t
′ × simk

II

(

s, t ′
)

|out (t ′)|
t 6= s

(1 − C1) + C1

∑

t ′∈out(t)

ws→t
′ × simk

II

(

s, t ′
)

|out (t ′)|
t = s

(5)

Equations (4)-(5) are all iteration formulas. Take (4) as

an example. Initially, if t = s, then simOO(s, t) = 1;

otherwise, simOO(s, t) = 0. Next, by iteration, when the value

of simOO(s, t) converges, the final simOO(s, t) is obtained.

Note that simOO(s, t) calculates the similarity between s

and t by the probability of moving from s to t , whereas

the probability is different from that of moving from t

to s. Therefore, the value of simOO(s, t) and simOO(t , s)

directly obtained by (4) is not equal. However, from the

view of services similarity, simOO(s, t) should be equal to

simOO(t , s). Therefore, the final simOO(s, t) and simOO(t , s)

are (simnOO (s, t) + simmOO (t, s))/2, where n and m represent

the last iteration. Similarly, simII(s, t) and simII(t , s) are

(simnII (s, t) + simmII (t, s))/2.

C. OIPCCN-BASED WEB SERVICES SIMILARITY MEASURE

Let s and t be two services and simOI (s, t) be the similarity

between s and t in OIPCCN. Because OIPCCN is a weighted

FIGURE 5. Examples of web services and OIPCs.

directed graph, we need to solve the following two problems

to compute simOI(s, t) by SimRank algorithm.

(1) In case that the weights of OIPCs that s and t own are

all equal, the more common neighbor services they correlate,

the higher their similarity is. We take (a) (b) in Fig. 5 as

an example, where weights of OIPCs are the same. Services

linked by s and t are m and n, whereas the service linked by

s’ and t’ is only m, then simOI(s, t) > simOI(s′, t′ ).

(2) For the same service that linked by s and t , the smaller

the variance of their OIPC weights is, the higher their sim-

ilarity is. Moreover, in the case that the variances of OIPC

weights are identical, the similarity between services with

higher weight is larger. Take (c) (d) in Fig. 5 as an example,

s and t , as well as s’ and t’, are all linked with the service

m by OIPCs. However, the variance of ws−>m and wt−>m is

zero, whereas the variance of ws′−>m and wt′−>m is higher

than zero, then simOI(s, t) > simOI(s′, t′). For (e) (f) in Fig.

5, the variance of ws−>m and wt−>m, as well as the variance

of ws′−>m andwt′−>m, are all zero, andws−>m =wt−>m =1,

whereas ws′−>m =wt′−>m =0.1, then simOI(s, t) > simOI(s′,

t′)◦

SimRank ++ algorithm [38] meets above requirements.

Accordingly, we propose to calculate the similarity between

any two services in OIPCCN based on the SimRank ++

algorithm. Let s be a service, In(s) and Out(s) be OIPC

sets of s in OIPCCN, in which each OOPC takes s as

the target and source, respectively. The similarity between

any two services s and t in OIPCCN can be calculated

by (6).

simk+1
OI (s, t) =



















C2 · evidence (s, t) ·
∑

i∈Out(s)

∑

j∈Out(t)

W (s, i)

·W (t, j) · simkOI (i, j) s 6= t

1 s = t

(6)
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where:

evidence (s, t) =

|In(s)∩In(t)|
∑

i=1

1

2i

W (s, i) = e−variance(i) ×
ws→i

∑

j∈In(s) ws→j

Equation (6) is an iterative formula, where evidence(s, t)

is an increasing function of the common neighbor services

between s and t . Namely, themore common neighbor services

s and t have, the higher evidence(s, t) is, and the higher

simOI(s, t) is. C2 is the damping coefficient in the SimRank

++ algorithm, and its value range is [0, 1]; variance(i) is the

variance of OIPC weights in In(i). At the beginning of the

algorithm, the initial similarity value of any two services in

OIPCCN is set as follows. If s = t, then simOI(s, t) = 1,

otherwise simOI(s, t) = 0. Equation (6) calculates simOI(s, t)

iteratively, and simOI(s, t) converges after a certain number of

iterations. At this time, we obtain the final similarity between

any two services in OIPCCN.

D. SCCN-BASED WEB SERVICES SIMILARITY MEASURE

We can obtain the final similarity between any two ser-

vices based on SCCN by synthesizing three similarity val-

ues, which are obtained based on OOPCCN, IIPCCN and

OIPCCN. Notice that the similarity based on OOPCCN and

IIPCCN can reflect services similarity more obviously than

that based onOIPCCN. This is because the similarity between

service output and input parameters can be obtained directly

by OOPCCN and IIPCCN, whereas the similarity based on

OIPCCN is the indirect similarity between service output

parameters. Hence, we synthesize three similarity values

based on different proportion of three types of pcs.

Specifically, let s and t be two services. After obtaining

simOO(s, t), simII(s, t), and simOI(s, t), we calculate the final

services similarity by (7). In this equation, the value range of

λ is [0, 1]. λ determines the proportion of services similarity

value calculated by three composition contexts. As a result, λ

can affect the final similarity value. In the practical applica-

tion, we can determine the value of λ according to the ratio

of three types of pcs.

sim (a, b) = λ simOI (a, b)

+ (1 − λ) (simOO (a, b) + simII (a, b))/2 (7)

VI. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

We perform experiments to evaluate the validity of the pro-

posed approach for Web services similarity measure. Firstly,

we analyze the effect of the proposed approach by compar-

ing it with other existing approaches. Secondly, we analyze

characteristics of our approach. Specifically, we focus on the

impact of a few key parameters on the performance of the

algorithm, including the scale of pcs, λ in (7), and the number

of similar services(denoted as N) given by the proposed

approach.

Note that Simrank ++ and PersonalRank are all

network-based iterative algorithms with high time com-

plexity. Therefore, there are many optimization algorithms

to solve this problem [39]–[42]. Meanwhile, the similarity

values can be calculated offline in the practical application.

In addition, the update of similarity values can be done

offline after the evolution of SCCN network structure has

accumulated to a certain extent in practice. Therefore, we do

not include the performance and scalability evaluation of the

proposed approach in this section.

A. DATASETS

For our experiments, a certain number of Web services and

their compositions are needed. According to these compo-

sitions, we obtain the above three pcs and construct SCCN.

Finally, we can obtain the similarity between services through

the proposed approach.

There are some publicly available data sets including ser-

vices and their compositions. OpenAPIs and Mashups on

ProgrammableWeb1 is the most commonly used data set,

which includes a certain amount of real Web services and

Mashups.2 However, we find that some services andMashups

are unavailable in the data set. Furthermore, in some available

Mashups, only URLs of contained services are provided, and

we cannot get the composition way of the services. This

makes it difficult to obtain pcs according to these mashups.

In addition, services and Mashups on ProgrammableWeb

come from multiple parts of the world and belong to multiple

domains. As a result, their pcs are sparse. A small number

of frequently used services own the majority of correlations

with other services, whereas most services have fewer cor-

relations. Thus, the SCCN obtained by the dataset is very

sparse. Briefly, the data on ProgrammableWeb cannot meet

the requirements of constructing service composition context

in this work. Similarly, it is also difficult to obtain required

service compositions and pcs through other public service

datasets.

Considering the above problems of these open datasets,

we generate simulated service datasets for the experiments to

fully understand the effect and characteristics of the proposed

approach. We construct service datasets that conforms to the

data characteristics of ProgrammableWeb according to exist-

ing works [43]. Specifically, we construct simulated datasets

containing different number of services according to service

classification, characteristics of service input output param-

eters and pcs. The simulated service datasets are produced

using the method in [43], [44] as follows. (1) Given C service

categories, the number of services in each category is S. (2)

For each service, 2-4 input parameters and 2-7 output param-

eters are randomly generated. (3) To express the semantic

meaning of a randomly generated input or output parameter,

a predefined label is added to each input and output parameter

randomly. If the input and output parameters of different ser-

vices are labeled as the same label, it means they can establish

an oopc, iipc or oipc. (4) T different labels for each service

category are provided, and they are randomly assigned to

1http://www.programmableweb.com/
2http://blog.csdn.net/shimin520shimin/article/details/51209322
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input and output parameters of each service in that category.

Meanwhile, the parameter M that indicates the repeatability

of a label is set to control the proportion of duplicate labels

contained in different service categories. In this way, we can

control the number of possible pcs between different service

categories. Through above parameters, we can control the

number of generated services and pcs by a program, and

generate the corresponding scale of simulated service dataset

based on experimental requirements.3

B. EVALUATION METHODS

The similarity values obtained by our approach provide the

basis for ranking services as choosing similar services for

a given service. Therefore, we verify the accuracy of the

approach by similar services and their ranking for given

services in the experiment.

Specifically, firstly, for a service tomatch the similarity, we

need to obtain N services most similar to it as the baseline.

To this end, we need to derive the baseline similarity between

any two services first. In the experiment, we calculate the

baseline similarity between services by the label of service

input and output parameters in the simulated dataset. If a

pair of input output parameters of two services have the

same label, they are considered to have the same semantic

meaning, i.e., they are the same parameters. Next, the simi-

larity between two services can be calculated according to the

input and output parameters of two services owning the same

labels. Finally, according to the similarity result, the set of N

services (denoted as Sm) most similar to a service is obtained.

Secondly, we obtain N servicesmost similar to a service using

the proposed approach. Then, we obtain the accuracy of our

approach by comparing the two groups of services and their

orders.

Since the evaluation of similarity accuracy should con-

sider both services given by the approach and their order,

we take NDCG (Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain)

as the evaluation indicator of accuracy in the experiment [45].

Specifically, let s be a service and the set of N similar services

obtained by our method for s be Ssim. The NDCG value of

results given by our approach is computed by (8), where: pi
is the ranking of si in Ssim(si ∈ Ssim), rsi is the score of si in Sm
(si ranks i in Sm, then rsi is N-i+1), IDCGN is the maximum

value of the molecular. Obviously, the value range of NDCGN

is [0, 1].

NDCGN =

∑n
i=1

2rsi−1
log2(1+pi)

IDCGN
(8)

In the experiment, through our approach or the compared

approach, N similar services are obtained for each service

in the dataset. Then, the NDCG value of the approach is

calculated by comparing the N services with the services in

the baseline. Finally, the average NDCG is calculated for all

services in the dataset, which is taken as the final NDCG of

the approach on the dataset.

3https://pan.baidu.com/s/18bN1rHNgrLWrmW1Fph0M7w

C. RESULTS

The first experiment compares our approach with that pro-

posed in [28], which is most relevant to our work. Refer-

ence [28] calculates the similarity of service composition

contexts based on the control flow between services, in which

the proposed composition context is different from ours.

In order to compare two approaches, we first use the approach

in [28] to measure the similarity of services. Specifically,

for a service, services having OOPL, IIPL and OIPL with

it are regarded as its context, and only the same services in

the context are used to calculate the context similarity. In the

experiment, given a service, two cases of the method in [28]

are considered: services in the first layer and in the first three

layers are chosen to compute the services similarity, respec-

tively. For convenience, we denote the two cases and our

approach as FLC1 (services in the first layer of the context),

FLC3(services in the first three layers of the context) and

PCC, respectively. In addition, since the proportion of oipls

in a dataset has an effect on the final similarity results, the

proportion of oipls (the number of oipl s/the number of all

pcs) of the dataset in the first experiment is set to 0.3.

Except comparing with the FLC1 and FLC3, we evaluate

the influence of two parameters on the proposedmethod in the

first experiment. The parameters include the scale of services

and their pcs, and the number of similar services (N). We use

two different simulated datasets, and parameters correlations

between services are found automatically through a program.

The two datasets are: (1) the dataset including 1000 ser-

vices with different correlation ratios, which are computed

by taking the total number of pcs divided by the total number

of services (denoted as pl/s); and (2) the dataset including

different number of services (100, 200, 400, 1000, 3000)

and different pl/s. We perform the experiment on above two

simulated datasets, and obtain the results shown in Fig. 6.

Note that the results of FLC1 and FLC3 are quite close.

Therefore, we show the comparison of our approach with

FLC1 and FLC3 on separate figures to show the results

clearly. According to the results, we can draw the following

conclusions: (1) the NDCG of our method is much higher

than that of both FLC1 and FLC3; (2) when N = 1, the effect

of this method is the worst, and when N > 3, the effect of

this method is improved and relatively stable; and (3) since

pcs are obtained through semantic labels, we can get all the

correlations in the dataset by the program. Hence, it is the

case that pc s are fully obtained. In this case, the effect of our

method is worse when pl/s is low, and the effect is improved

with the increase of pl/s. After pl/s reaches a certain degree,

the NDCG of our method begins to decline.

In the second experiment we analyze the number of pcs in

SCCN on the effect of our algorithm. We construct four sim-

ulated data sets containing 200, 400, 800 and 1600 services,

respectively. In each dataset, we delete some pcs randomly to

make pl/s be 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and 1.1, respectively. In case

pl/s is 1.1, pcs are not deleted, which simulates the case that

all the oopls, iipls and oipls are obtained. For other values of

pl/s, different proportions of pcs are deleted, which simulate
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FIGURE 6. Methods comparison and the influence of N. (a) Methods
comparison (PCC and FLC1) and the influence of N (the number of
services is 1000). (b) Methods comparison (PCC and FLC3) and the
influence of N (the number of services is 1000). (c) Methods comparison
(PCC and FLC1) and the influence of N (the number of services is 100, 200,
400, 1000, 3000). (d) Methods comparison (PCC and FLC3) and the
influence of N (the number of services is 100, 200, 400, 1000, 3000).

the case that we obtain incomplete pcs. We obtain the average

NDCG values of these four datasets obtained by the proposed

approach under different pl/s.

Experimental results are shown in Fig. 7. We can see that

the NDCG value increases with the rising of pl/s in SCCN

when pcs in the dataset are not fully obtained. As a conse-

quence, under the condition that pcs are not fully discovered,

the more correlations are obtained, the better the performance

of the proposed approach is. In the case that pcs are found

completely, the effect of the proposed approach is the best.

In the third experiment we evaluate the influence of λ

in (7). We perform the experiment on different simulated

datasets to obtain the NDCG values of the most similar three

(N = 3) services given by the algorithm under conditions that

λ = 0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, and 1. Since the number of pcs in

three composition contexts affects the similarity, we construct

four copies for each dataset to evaluate the influence of λ

under different oipl ratios. By deleting a certain number of

iipls and oopls, the proportion of oipls can be set at 0.3, 0.5,

0.7 and 0.9 respectively. We observe the influence of λ on

the similarity accuracy under different oipl ratios (denoted as

poi).

We take for example the simulated dataset with 1000 ser-

vices (T = 1000, M = 0.01, C = 40, S = 25, average

oipls = 447, average oopls = 690, average iipls = 300).

Experimental results are shown in Fig. 8. We can see that

the higher poi is, which corresponds to the case that less

iipls and oopls are obtained, the lower the overall NDCG is.

Moreover, we can see the following results. (1) In case of

lower oipls ratio, e.g. the ratio is less than 0.5, the final NDCG

increases with the decrease of λ. The result is consistent

with the previous theoretical analysis that iipl s and oopl s

indicate the similarity relation in service input and output

parameters. Especially, iipls and oopls in simulated datasets

of the third experiment express the equivalence relationship

between parameters, which is also the basis of baseline ser-

vices similarity. Therefore, the similarity accuracy based on

IIPCCN and OOPCCN is better than the accuracy based on

OIPCCN. In conclusion, when the proportion of oipls is low,

the services similarity calculated based on OIPCCN can be

neglected. (2) When the proportion of oipls is higher than

0.7, if we neglect the services similarity based on OIPCCN,

the similarity accuracy of the algorithm is the worst. It shows

that the services similarity based on OIPCCN can improve

the final effect in this case. Under this condition, we need to

combine three composition contexts to calculate the similar-

ity of services.

According to the third experiment, we can conclude that

the services similarity based on IIPCCN and OOPCCN is

more accurate than that based on OIPCCN. In practical appli-

cation, for the case of the low oipls ratio (less than 0.5), λ

can be set 0, and the algorithm only depends on IIPCCN and

OOPCCN to calculate services similarity. For the case of the

higher oipls ratio (higher than 0.5), λ can be set the value
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FIGURE 7. NDCGs under different cases.

FIGURE 8. Influence of λ.

between 0.1 and 0.9 to ensure better accuracy on the services

similarity.

We can draw the following conclusions based on the above

three experiments. (1) Compared with the method that only

considers the same services of the composition context, our

approach has a better accuracy on the services similarity mea-

sure. (2) For a given set of services, the number of obtained

pcs has an effect on the proposed method. The more pcs we

obtain, the better accuracy of the proposed approach. (3) In

the proposed method, iipls and oopls are better than oipls

in determining the services similarity. If the proportion of

oipls is low, services similarity can be calculated only using

OOPCCN and IIPCCN. On the contrary, if the proportion of

oipls is high, it needs to combine OOPCCN, IIPCCN and

OIPCCN to calculate the services similarity.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a practical approach tomeasureWeb

services similarity from the perspective of dynamic features

of services, which is different from traditional methods based

on static descriptions of Web services. Dynamic interaction

information of services, which contains neighbor services

and correlations between their input and output parameters

in existing compositions, are taken into account to measure

services similarity. On the basis of this idea, we first propose

aWeb service composition context model based on parameter

correlations. According to the context model, we build the

composition context of each service from existing service

compositions, and construct a global context network of

all services. Using the context networks, we measure the

similarity of any two services by the PersonalRank and Sim-

Rank ++ algorithms.

The proposed approach makes use of dynamic service

composition contexts. However, if some services published

on the Web have not been composed or invoked, we cannot

get their composition records. Under such circumstances,

we cannot use the proposed method to measure the similarity

between these services and other services, whereas methods

using syntactic and semantic descriptions of services can

still work. This problem can be regarded as the ‘‘cold start’’

problem of our approach. In order to solve this problem and

measure Web services similarity in a more comprehensive

and accurate manner, we should combine our approach with

traditional methods to study Web services similarity measure

combining static and dynamic characteristics of services.

This is one of our works in the future. In addition, the pro-

posed service parameter correlation is the one-to-one corre-

lation between service parameters. In order to deal with the

heterogeneity of service parameters in the future, we should

deal with more complex correlations, such as one-to-many or

many-to-many correlations between service parameters.
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